Story Crossroads Live House Concert Recordings Agreement
I hereby give permission to Story Crossroads, (SC), to take the edited live house concert
recording involving me on ________________ (date) and having a 2-week rental for interested
people to view through an unlisted YouTube channel or similar service with the weblink only
released when people have purchased to view it.
Please initial the following paragraphs after reading and agreeing with them:
_____I understand that all copyrights to these images belong to SC. I give permission for these
images to be displayed on the Internet through SC’s YouTube Channel, Facebook, Twitch or any
other social media sites to include the SC website, whether print or electronic, to promote SC’s
public relations.
_____While I also have access to these images for my own use, I will wait one year from the date
the video is released for its 2-week rental on ____________ (date) before uploading or using it
myself as a full piece. I can use portions of it for promotional pieces in the meantime. Any
edited or full versions that I use from the original images will be given proper credit to Story
Crossroads.  Exceptions can be made such as for auditions as long as the link is unlisted/private
and not for the general public. In some cases, this would include mentioning a website or link where
people can learn more about Story Crossroads and the listing of funders in connection to any
event(s) that led to having these images. SC can provide this information, if needed, by emailing SC
at info@storycrossroads.org. Exceptions can be made for auditions as long as the link is
unlisted/private and not for the general public.
_____I understand that I receive 50% of the video rental fee(s) by any registrants while the
other 50% is given to Story Crossroads.
_____I represent that the materials in my presentation do not violate any statutory or common law
copyright or other rights. To the extent that any pre-existing works are contained in the materials
submitted under this agreement, I represent that I have obtained full permission to use any or all
such works of third parties and will provide Story Crossroads with copies of such permission upon
request.
_____I hereby release, discharge, indemnify and agree to hold harmless SC, directors, board
members, contractors, employees or anyone else associated with SC, from any and all claims,
whether known or unknown, seen or unforeseen, arising out of the use of the images.
Optional:
_____I give permission for these images/videos to be a Story Crossroads paid membership benefit
once they log on or receive a different unlisted link on YouTube or similar service. Due to the
technical and videography costs covered by Story Crossroads, no royalties or fees will be sent my
way as a result.
_____I give permission to have my video combined with other live house concert videos as a
rental/fee package for interested people and will receive an even split between the number of tellers
involved in the package as well as one portion for Story Crossroads.

I, ____________________________, am the aforementioned individual, and have the full
authority to sign and enter into the terms of this Agreement. I have read this document
and fully understand its contents.
Signature: _____________________ Printed Name: ___________________ Date: ________

